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ABSTRACT  

     

Abstract 

 Driving piles are frequently used in different construction engineering to 

improve building loading support. Nevertheless, the inevitable shakings caused 

by pile driving processes may reflect in different deteriorations for nearby 

buildings. The dynamic behavior of machinery deep foundation placed in dry 

sand was experimentally examined. In the dynamic analysis, the amplitudes of 

ground vibrations are investigated based on the variation of the pile material, and 

its shape. 

 In the experimental work, a small scale models of different type of piles 

(hollow pile, hollow pile with cone, H-pile, precast concert pile and steel solid 

pile) have been examined in a sand box (steel crate 1.2×1.2×0.9 m) lining with 

cork material. Pile driving hammer device was manufactured and install with 

sliding shaft on the top edge of the container to impact the pile by specific 

dropping weights (1.8 kg falling from heights of 27.5 cm) to simulate the driving 

energy of full scale driven pile. The experimental work consist of (15) model 

tests. The dynamic response of each model pile with respect to vibration wave is 

recorded. Three type vibration waves, velocity, acceleration  and displacement 

were measured for each type of pile at different distance at the soil surface from 

the pile center (2.5d , 5d, 10d, 17.5d,  20d, 25d, 40d, and 45d) where d is the pile 

width or diameter. Additional record of vibration wave was measured at different 

penetration depth of (2.5d, 5d, 10d, and 20d) below the soil surface. Moreover, 

vibration wave in pile during driving was measured also.  



IV 

 

 The aim of this thesis is to find an equation to calculate the effect of the 

vibration wave for each type of pile also the vibration wave for hammer, 

Moreover, The dynamic response for the soil to record the maximum distance of 

the impact of damage on neighboring buildings in order to reduce the damage.  

A case study is carried out to investigate the effect of (material and shape ) of 

pile for model driving piles , while (effect of the driving energy (E), pile to 

hammer weight, drop height, relative density of soil in addition to pile 

dimensions) are fixed. 

From experimental work results, it is found that the maximum velocity of 

vibration and steel hallow is 0.4 mm/s to be less vibratory wave effect, while 

steel solid  is 1.8  mm/s . addition  the maximum effect distance from pile 

vibration for steel hallow at 200 mm , steel hallow with cone at  350 mm, H pile  

at 400mm , precast concert at 520 mm , while steel solid lager than 940 mm  . 

The results of analysis indicated that the effect of a vibrational wave depends 

on the shape and material made of pile and reduce  the density lead to reduce 

damage on neighboring buildings, therefore, the sequence of the pounds from 

less damage to more damage as follows:- (hollow steel , hollow steel with cone 

,H-pile , Precast concert  , and steel solid ) pile model . 
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Chapter One 

Introduction 

1.1 General 

 Modeling pile driving is a complex process, including vibrations generated 

from the driving hammer, propagating further through the pile and transferred to 

the surroundings soil pile interface. Vibrations propagating within the soil interact 

with buildings the pile driving is realized as the hammer strikes the pile head with 

a certain impact velocity. The vibrations produced by one blow are not regular 

and generally they die away before the next blow. For some types of hammers, 

the vibrations are not completely dissipated before the next blow (Deckner.2013).  

1.2 Land destruction  

It is well known that waves propagated along the land surface can cause an 

undulation down deep to almost one length of the wave (Hintze et al, 1997; 

Massarsch, 2004). Apparently when the length of wave is lengthier than the 

buildings length, the buildings is clearly influenced and  

drown down (Plate 1.1.a). Wave vibration due to pile driving may lead to 

compaction of loose granular soil and causes land surface to be resettled (O’ Neill, 

1971. Different forms of construction response will vary and certain 

constructional details may lead to enhancing vibration impact (Heckman and 

Hagerty, 1978). The escalation of the vibration density which is formed for a 

certain combination of pile and soil condition is associated with difficulties. The 

types and effects of land-borne vibration resulted from pilling were examined 

thoroughly by previous study (Head and Jardine,1992). Related the amount of 

energy coupled into the ground to the vibration induced from pile driving. 

Approaches for estimating the input energy as a percentage of the hammer rated 

energy were recently found as very poor for acceptable analysis of land vibrations 
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as it omits the importance of soil properties and soil resistance discussed by 

Woods (1997) .The premises would exercise curvature exertion (Plate 1.1.b). The 

length of the premises should be taller than the wave length but the location of 

building will not have altered while parts of the structure   may be affected as 

shown in Plate 1.1.c (Thurner, 1976). Therefore, if the wave length is shorter than 

the building height it would form a threat.   

Plate (1.1, a,b,c ) The significance of wavelength on the impact, modified after 

Thurner (1976). 

The direct vibration wave is shown in plate 1.2 resulted from vibration 

wave of the building (Massarsch, 2004) 

  

 

 

Plate (1.2): Direct vibrations, modified after Massarsch (2004). 

1.3 Objectives  

1. Determination of the maximum distance of a vibration wave produced by 

the pile during the near buildings 

2. Know the maximum vibration wave for each type of pile and the best type 

of pile is used. 

3. The relationship of the pile characteristics with pile vibration wave speed.  

4. Measuring the length of the stress wave propagation downwards the pile. 
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5. Measuring pile impedance from the impact pile driving. 

6. Measuring dynamic soil resistance at Pile toe 

7. Evaluating total damping for a propagating wave. 

8. Estimation of vibration amplitude at any distance at the ground away from 

pile. 

1.4 Layout of Thesis 

This thesis is divided into five chapters as given below: 

Chapter One: This chapter is intended to provide a general introduction to the 

use of piles and the ground vibrations due to pile driving followed by problem 

statement, earthborn vibrations, the objectives of study, and the organization of 

this thesis. 

Chapter Two: It presents a brief review of previous experimental and numerical 

researches on the pile driving induced ground vibrations. Mechanics of wave 

propagation in soils, and damage criteria due to pile driving are also reviewed. 

Chapter Three: The chapter describes manufacturing hammer machine and 

manufacturing five types of piles (hollow steel pile, hollow steel with cone pile, 

H pile, precast concert pile, and steel solid pile) in the laboratory, pile driving 

properties and sand soil. Designing container of an insulating model for wave 

propagation and preparing the soil for soil drying and soil testing.  

Chapter Four: It displays the results of the experimental work. The peak particle 

velocity curves, also the results of total damping effect, maximum of distance 

effect for each type of pile. 

Chapter Five: This chapter summarizes the main conclusions gartered from the 

experimental results and the recommendations for future research works 

particularly in the field of the transmitted vibrations induced by pile driving to 

adjacent structure 
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Chapter Two 

  Literatures Review  

2.1 Introduction 

          This chapter provides basic background information on the mechanisms 

involved in the generation of ground waves from piling operations and their 

propagation through the ground and into adjacent structures. Moreover, it 

includes a description of pile types; also attenuation of ground waves from pile 

driving and the transmission of vibrations into structures are then described. 

Regarding the interference between driven pile and the soil, the vibration 

propagates through the land and continues to the structure nearby which may 

annoy residents and /or ruin the buildings (Hintze, 1994).  

2.2 Driven Piles  

        Driven piles are characterized in two types which are sheet and foundation 

piles. However, sheet piles are long, interlocking, rolled steel plates that can be 

used in protecting the buildings such as walls and cofferdams. The piles of 

foundation should be long slim columns designed to be installed into the ground. 

On the other hand, these piles are apparently columns that are designed to transmit 

surface loads to deep soil or be drock which can be transmitted by friction 

between the pile and land and by point bearing through the end of the pile. The 

actual amount of frictional resistance or end bearing is depending on specific site 

conditions. Also, these foundation piles are constructed from steel, concrete, 

composite or timber by Decknor (2003)  

2.2.1 Equipment's of Pile Driving  

     To drive or extract different pile types, a broad range of effect and oscillation 

of pile driving hammers are applied. These generally applied kinds of pile driving 

hammers are: 
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- Fallen (drop) Hammer: 

     It is the easiest type of pile driving hammer which is known a fallen 

knocker. It means that a certain weight is pulled to the specific attitude by related 

winch lifting line and left to hit the pile. The ballast (weight) can be surrounded 

by steel drum.  

 

- Pneumatic Hammer:  

        This type is known a compressed-air knocker which is basically a drop 

hammer in which a piston in a drum is pushed upwards by air compressor. The 

piston hits the pile top at the end of a downward stroke, which may be in a free 

fall under gravity (single-acting) or supported in downwards stroke by 

pressurized air over the piston head to speed up the piston (double-acting).  

 

- Diesel Hammer:  

        It is almost similar to the pneumatic hammers but it carries required fuel to 

produce required power while areal knockers are single cylinder driver that needs 

compressed air from external source.  The falling piston squeeze the air in the 

drum, and the impact atomizes a pool of diesel fuel at the end of the drum. 

 

- Hydraulic Hammer:  

        These are rather new form of knockers, which use external hydraulic source, 

and similar to the pneumatic impact hammers with a single difference which is 

the ram being lifted hydraulically and drop out to fall freely or is speeded 

downwards by pressurized gas on the top of the piston. 

 

- Vibratory Pile Driver:  

These drivers advance the pile by shaking it into the ground. They are suitable for 

soils that have vibratory movements such as sands and silts.  
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2.2.2 Type of Driven piles 

        According to institution of British Standard Code of Practice (BS 8004 cited 

in Al-Sheakayree , 2015), driven piles are classified into three divisions which 

are large displacement, Small displacement and replacement piles. 

- Piles of large Displacement. They consist of robust-section or empty-section 

piles with a closed end. However, these piles are inserted into the soil and result 

in large displacement of the soil. All of driven piles are within this category.   

 

-Piles of Small-Displacement:  These are also driven or jacked into the land with 

almost small cross-portioned area. Such as twisted steel H- or I-sections, and pipe 

or crate section driven with an unclosed end. However, these piles are inserted 

into the soil causing small displacement.  

 

-Replacement Piles. They are shaped by firstly eliminating the soil by piercing 

with wide range of digging methods.  

 

2.2.3 Mechanism of an Impact of Piling Hammer 

       The mechanism of an impact or percussive piling hammer simply comprises 

a solid mass usually made of cast steel and known as a ram falling through a 

certain height on to the pile head or a mandrel to cause an impact, which drives 

the pile into the ground. The notional input energy of most impact hammers can 

be obtained by multiplying the ram weight (Al-Sheakayree ,2015) the drop height 

as follows: 

Nominal input energy (J) =ram mass (kg) x g (m.s-2) x drop height (m) …. (2.1)   
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2.2.4 Vibration Amplitudes Produced by Impact Pile Drivers 

          Land shaking is, from engineering point of view, representing peak particle 

velocity (PPV) which can be realized in some various trends, which were reported 

by previous studies.  

            Extensive review of the available works (Martin 1980; Wood and 

Theissen 1982; Wiss 1967, 1974, 1981; Dowding 1996; Federal Transit 

Administration 1995; Woods 1997; Schexnayder and Ernzen 1999) has indicated 

that the PPV from impact pile drivers can be calculated (Ali ,2012) the following 

Equation: 

 PPVImpact Pile Driver = PPVRef (25/D)n x (Eequip/ERef)0.5 (in/sec) ……. (2.2)  

where: 

PPV Ref = 0.65 in/sec for a reference pile driver at 25 ft. 

D = the horizontal distance from the driven Pile in ft. 

E mode = Energy of model pile.  ton.m. 

E reference = Energy of field pile corresponding to energy of 3.2 ton.m. 

n = 1.1 (the value related to the attenuation rate through ground). 

         The above equation is based on available review of the actual data points at 

different distances, measured for a wide range of impact pile drivers. The data 

were measured at the land surface outside or within various types of building 

locations. Available studies have indicated that the value of “n” in the equation is 

generally (1.0 -1.5) while the suggested value for n is 1.1 (Woods and Jedele, 

1985). This step would require detailed information of location soil conditions. 

Table 2.1 describes soil materials and soil classes, values of “n” determined 
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previously (Woods and Jedele, 1985) and suggested values for “n” of assessing 

vibration amplitude. 

 

Table (2.1): Measured and suggested “n” values based on soil class 

(after Woods and Jedele, 1985) 

Soil 

Class 

Description of Soil 

Material 

Value of 

“n” 

 measured  

by Woods  

and Jedele 

Suggested 

Value of 

“n” 

I 

 

Weak or soft soils: loose soils, dry 

or partially saturated peat and 

muck, mud, loose beach sand, and 

dune sand, recently plowed 

ground, soft spongy forest or 

jungle floor, organic soils, top 

soil. (shovel penetrates easily) 

Data not 

 Available 

1.4 

 

II 

Competent soils: most sands, 

sandy clays, silty clays, gravel, 

silts, weathered rock. (can dig 

with shovel) 

1.5 
1.3 

 

III 

 

Hard soils: dense compacted sand, 

dry consolidated clay, 

consolidated glacial till, some 

exposed rock. (cannot dig with 

shovel, need pick to break up) 

1.1 1.1 

IV 
Hard, competent rock: bedrock, 

freshly exposed hard rock. 

(difficult to break with hammer) 

Data not 

 Available 
1.0 

 

2.3 previous Studies  

        It was believed that in case of using driven piles, it would rely on soil 

type as mediator to spread the vibration waves that have negative effects on 

nearby premises but a previous work (Heckman and Hagerty, 1978) has 

reported that the shape, sizes and type of material formed the piles had clear 

influences on the process of spreading of shaken waves imposed by driving 

piles within the soil. Figure 2 . 1  shows that the sequence of pile types such 

as   pipe pile, H-pile, and precast concert.   
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Figure (2.1): influence of pile impedance on the vibration factor, k (Data from 

Helckman and Hagerty 1978) 

 A modern research (Fellenius and Massarsch, 2008) has used the experimental 

relationship shown in Fig. 2.2 to calculate the velocity of the vibration waves due 

to pile driving at different horizontal distances on soil surface away from the pile 

and reported that the effect of the vibration wave was decreased as the horizontal 

distance from the piles position increased. While Figure 2.3 shows that an 

experimental method was applied to measure the velocity of vibration waves 

caused by pile driving at different testing locations within the deep soil. Vibration 

waves of different depths of the soil surface were increased when the distance of 

the soil surface was increased. 
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Figure (2.2): Ground vibration calculated according at three horizontal 

distance from the test pile during the driving to the 25 m depth assuming a 

value of K=0.75, Massarsch ,2008). 

 

,      

Figure: 2.3. Velocity of cylindrical wave determined from t h e  first peak of 

velocity amplitude by sensorsV1, V2, and V3 measured at various pile toe 

depths, Massarsch (2008). 
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             Decknor (2003) has reported that the value of vibration wave caused by 

pile driving was differed for various soil types as in Plate 2.1-a where vibration 

waves were decreased as the distance measured from the source was increased as 

shown in plate 2.1-b. 

 

Plate (2.1. a): situation sketch including CPT results from investigation point 

B_5, characteristic soil profile, measurement points and driving machine. for 

location of cross section C-C (Deckner 2003 
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Plate (2.1.b): plane sketch of the field measurement site, mp=measurement 

point, c=characteristic section (Deckner2003) 

2.4 Vibration damage criteria  

The relationship between vibrations and premises deteriorations is complex for 

man causes such as building dimensions, materials construction methods, type of 

basis and execution stages (IVA, 1983). The failure in the premises may cause 

collapse of the building. Also, architectural spoilages such as cracking of plaster, 
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reflected in the appearance of surface finishes and fittings are causes for premises 

damaging (Martin, 1980). Table 2.2 displays a data of vibrations caused by 

deferent sources. 

Table (2.2): Example of vibrations in buildings under normal conditions (Stille 

& Hall, 1995 from New, 1990) 

 

Maximum PPV independent of frequency is proposed by (Woods, 1996 cited in 

Al-Sheakayree,2015): To control the magnitude of ground vibrations during pile 

driving and thus to prevent damage to surrounding structures, Woods suggested 

that the peak particle velocity shall be less than a specific control limit at the 

nearest structure. The type of structure and distance between this structure and 

the nearest pile will dictate the allowable value as described in Table (2. 3). 

Particle velocity shall be recorded in three mutually perpendicular axes. 

Table (2. 3): Frequency independent limiting particle velocity (after (Woods, 1996 

cited in Al-Sheakayree, 2015) 

Structure and Condition Limiting Particle Velocity (in/s) 

Historic and some old structures 0.5 

Residential structures 0.5 

New residential structures 1.0 

Industrial building 2.0 

Bridges 2.0 

German criteria- DIN 4150 (cited in Al-Sheakayree, 2015) The German 

criteria-DIN 4150 are presented in Figure (2.2), along with those recommended 

  

Vibration source 

 

 

 Resulting PPV 

(mm/s) 

 

Modern 

steel frame 

office 

Modern 

masonry 

dwelling  

Old dwelling

(thick, lime

mortar 

masonry)  

Normal walking 0.02‐0.2 0.05‐0.5 0.02‐0.03 

Footstamping 0.2‐0.5 0.3‐3.0 0.15‐0.7 

Slamming doors 10‐15 11‐17 3‐9 

Percussive drilling 5‐25 10‐20 10‐15 
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by the Office of Surface Mining Reclamation and Enforcement (OSM). Note that 

the German criteria also include lower limiting PPV values (i.e., 0.2 in/s at 

frequency lower than 10 Hz and linearly increasing from 0.2 in/s at 10 Hz to 0.8 

in/s at 100 Hz), as indicated by the “R” dash-dotted line in Figure (2.4), which 

are based on the residents’ response to pile driving induced vibrations rather than 

structural damage potential. 

 

Figure (2.4): Frequency-dependent PPV limits provided by U.S. Office of Surface Mining 

and German Standard Office  (cited in Al-Sheakayree,2015 ) 

 

The wave propagation velocity of a soil mass is contingent upon which materials 

(water, air, or mixtures of fluids) fill the pores of a soil mass. In a saturated 
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cohesionless soil, seismic methods which rely upon measuring the first arrival 

time of a wave will often identify the velocity of the compression wave in water 

rather than in the soil structure (Richart et al., 1970). Water has a compression 

wave propagation velocity of about 1480 m/s, thus it behaves as a hard material 

when compared to the behavior of loosely confined soils. 

2.5 Effects of Pile Driving  

        Driving piles can cause several effects such as 

1. The displacements of soil.  

2. Soil layers' disturbance. 

3. Increasing of pore water pressure.  

4. Vibration wave.  

5. Sensation (noise) 

However, selecting pile type lead to reduce environmental effects. The 

adventure of structures deterioration caused by vibrations can obviously be 

assessed by depending upon the maximum vibration speed (maximum 

velocity). Environmental effects should be remained within permitted limits 

and be ensured with continued control measurements as necessary, (Bozozuk, 

1978), (Randolph, 1979), and (Ni, 2010). 

2.5.1 Human Response to Vibration 

 Several studies have been focused on describing the human respond to vibration. 

Table (2.4) summarizes the results of an early study (Reiher, 1931) on human 

response to steady-state (continuous) vibration. 

Table (2.4):  Human response to steady state vibration (after Reiher, 1931)  

PPV (in/sec)  Human Response 

3.6 (at 2 Hz)–0.4 (at 20 Hz) Very disturbing 

0.7 (at 2 Hz)–0.17 (at 20 Hz) Disturbing 

0.10 Strongly perceptible 

0.035 Distinctly perceptible 

0.012 Slightly 
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2.5.2 Effect of Vibration on Buildings 

Many researchers have explained the consequences of vibration on buildings. A 

study by (Chae, 1978) classifies buildings in one of four categories based on age 

and condition. Table (2.5) summarizes maximum blast vibration amplitudes 

based on building type. 

Table (2.5): Building vibration criteria (after Chae, 1978) 

The American Association of State Highway and Transportation 

Officials (AASHTO, 1990) identifies maximum vibration levels for 

preventing damage to structures from intermittent construction or 

maintenance activities. Table (2.6) summarizes the AASHTO maximum 

levels. 

 

Table (2.6):  Maximum vibration levels for preventing damage (after AASHTO, 1990)  

Category Particle Velocity 

mm/s (in/s) 

Historic sites or other critical locations 2.5 (0.1) 

Residential buildings, plastered walls 5.0-7.5 (0.2-0.3) 

Residential buildings in good repair with gypsum board walls 10-12.5 (0.4-0.5) 

Engineered structures, without plaster 25-37.5 (1.0-1.5) 

 

2.6 Stress-Wave Measurement during the Pile Driving 

           Stress-wave measurements during Pile driving was examined by 

previous study (Fellenius 2006) where the key to the understanding and 

studying the measurements is the ratio between the power in the pile and the 

Category 
PPV (Single 

Blast) mm/s (in/s) 

PPV (Repeated 

Blast) mm/s (in/s) 

Buildings of Substantial Construction 100 (4) 50 (2) 

Residential, New construction 50 (2) 25 (1) 

Residential, Poor Condition 25 (1) 12.5 (0.5) 

Residential, Very Poor Condition 12.5 (0.5) - 
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speeding integrated to velocity being proportional to the constrained pile, Zp, as 

expressed in Eq.2.3, (Massarsch ,2008). 

ZP =AP CB ρp     ….... (2.3)  

Where 

 ZP = impedance of pile, (kNs/m)   

AP = pile cross section area , m^²    

 ρp = density of pile material (kg/m³)    

2.6.1 Force Imparted to the Pile 

         Several studies have examined pile model driving forces (Smith 1960; 

Goble et. al, 1980; Broms and Bredenberg, 1982; Massarsch, 2005) a s  shown in 

plate 2.2 which can be analyzed by using (stress-wave theory. Illustrations a pile 

being driven with an impact hammer having such as a mass, and a height-of-fall, 

h. The relationship between the axial force, Fi, and physical velocity of  the pile, 

VP as defined by Eq.2.4,  below the equations from ( 2.4) to ( 2.11) eq. are taken  

(Massarsch (2008). 

 

Fi  = ZP VP    ……………………………….  (2.4) 

Fi = force in pile , KN  
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Plate (2.2): Definition of parameters governing stress wave propagation in piles 

.at impact velocity, VO of the hammer (the ram), (Deckner2003) 

 

VO, can be estimated from the hammer height-of-fall, assuming no loss of energy 

in the falls expressed in eq.2.5. 

 

VO=√2gh    ………………………………………... ( 2.5)  

 

Where:  

VO=Velocity of hammer. mm/s 

g = Acceleration earth gravity. 

h = Hammer-height ,m 

  When the knocker (hammer) strikes the pile, an exertion wave will be 
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induced simultaneously in both the pile and the hammers (Plate 2,2). The hammer 

velocity starts to speed down by a velocity denoted VH and when the pile head 

starts accelerating to have a velocity of VP. Then, the force between the hammer 

and the piles should be equal via applying eq.2.5 which gives relationship 

expressed in eq.2.6. 

 

ZH VH = ZP VP    ………….…. (2.6)  

Where:   

ZH = Resistance of hammer piston 

VH = particle velocity of wave reflected backup the hammer. 

       A contact surface where the hammer velocity is decreased and the pile head 

velocity is increased and both of them are equal as expressed in Eq. 2.7.  

    VO – VH = VP ………………. (2.7)   

Obviously the alteration of hammer particle velocity is directed upwards while 

the velocity direction of the pile head is downwards. The hammer and the pile will 

remain in contact only for a short time and the impact time. Combine both eqs. 

2.5 &2.6 and rearranging them are given in eq.2.8. 

 

VP =  
VO

1+ 
ZP

ZH

     ……………………………. (2.8)  

Where 

VP = Particle velocity (physical velocity) of pile, mm/s 

  Inserting ZH =ZP into eq.2.8 forms eq. 2.7 which indicates that when the 

impedances of the hammer and the pile are equal, the peak particle velocity of the 

pile, VP, will be half of the hammer impact velocity, VO, which is the velocity 

immediately before touching the pile head. 

VP = 
 0.5 VO    …………..…………..(2.9)  

     Velocity of particle in the pile and therefore, the force in the pile is not affected 

by the hammer mass, but rather by the hammer height-of-fall, h,  Eq. 2. 8, and the 
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impedance ratio of the impact hammer and the pile. However, neither the height-

of-fall nor the impedance ratio is normally mentioned when measurements of 

ground vibrations are reported in the literature. Combining Eqs.2.4 and 2.9 forms 

Eq.2.10, which expresses the magnitude of the impact force, Fi and the peak force 

at the pile head for equal impedance of hammer and pile. It is well documented 

that in the terminology common in dynamic pile testing the time of impact is the 

instant of the peak force (occurs when acceleration becomes negative). 

Fi =ZP 0.5 VO      ……………………………….. (2.10)  

Fi   = Force in pile, KN 

     Another significant feature of pile driving is the duration of the impact, as this 

determines the length of the propagating stress wave. The upwards traveling stress 

wave in the hammer caused by the impact with the pile is reflected when the front 

reaches the top of the hammer. The upper end of the hammer is a free end, which 

means that the force is equal to zero at all times. Therefore, the upwards traveling 

wave reflected from the pile head is now reflected as a tension wave. The time, t, 

during which the pile head and the hammer are in contact, the time is taken for 

the strain wave to travel the length of the hammer, LH, twice, i.e. from the top of 

the hammer to the bottom end and back up to the top as expressed in Eq.2.11. 

 

t =
2 LH

CH
         …………………………….... (2.11)  

Where  

t = Impact duration within pile (i.e., duration of contact between hammer and 

pile head) ,s 

LH = length of hammer.m 

CH = velocity of stress wave in hammer. mm/s 

Then, if the impedances of the hammer and the pile are equal, during the same 
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time in travel, the stress wave will travel the length expressed in Eq.2.12. 

2.6.2 Pile Stress Wave Length  

It is defining the length of pile along which vibration are transmitted into 

encirclement soil. The equations from (2.12) to (2.15) below are taken from 

(Massarsch, 2008). 

LW
  =t CB ……………………….….    (2.12) 

Where:   

LW= the stress wave propagating under the pile. m 

If the materials in the hammer and the pile are different, the impedances are the 

same due to difference in cross-section and material where the length of the 

exertion wave in the pile is calculated by Eq.2.13. 

 LW    =   2  LH 
CB

CH
        …………………….. (2.13)  

Equation 2.14 is significant equation for estimating soil shakings due to the length 

of the impact time and length of the wave generating down the piles pacifies the 

length of time during which the force is separated into the pile shaft and out into 

the soil. So, it can be concluded that the impact speed depending on the hammer 

height-of- fall and the length of the pile hammer governing the duration no further 

impacts are the two most important pile driving parameters controlling the 

vibrations. The rule of thumb is that one-fourth of the period T for the chosen 

driving frequency, should be equal to or greater than the time, t, and it takes for 

the exertion wave to travel 4Lp of the pile. 

T

4
=

1

4fd
≥ t =

4Lp

CB
      ……………….. (2.14)  

Whenham (2011) has presented another rule of thumb for determining when 

the pile would behave as a rigid body 

fd ≤ 0.1fn =
CB

20Lp
 ……………….. (2.15)  

  Where: 
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  fd = Frequency in the pile (Hz)  

 fn = longitudinal natural frequency of a free slender pile (Hz)   

  CB = Actual vibration (wave velocity) within the pile (m/s)  

   Lp = Pile length (m)  

2.7 Dynamic Soil Resistance 

       Through pile penetration process, dynamics soil impedance will be produced 

over the pile shaft and at the same time at the pile toe. This is an important aspect 

which governs soil shaking generated during pile driving. Equations   are giving 

explaining of how to estimate dynamic impedance value,  

( Massarsch ,2008 ). 

2.7.1 Dynamic Soil Resistance at Pile Toe 

    Previous study (Goble et al.1980) has given an equation for estimation of the 

dynamic power at the pile toe, RT, which is the origin of spherical waves 

generated from the pile toe (eq.2.16), The equations from (2.16) to (2.20) below 

are taken from (Massarsch, 2008). 

RT  =Jc ZP VP… … … … …  ( 2 . 1 6 )   

Where: 

RT = Dynamic Soil Resistance at Pile Toe KN 

Jc   = dimensionless damping factor. 

ZP= impedance of pile (Eq. 2.3) 

VP= Particle velocity (physical velocity) of pile . m/s 

  Damping factor Jc, is generally considered to depend only on the dynamic 

properties of the soil and the pile type. However, Felleniusv et al. (1989) has  

shown that Jc- factors correlated to pile capacity were different for various piles 

(different impedance) tested at the same site. 
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  Iwanowski and Bodare (1988) hav e  derived Jc analytically by applying 

the model of a shaking circular plate in an infinite flexible body to describe the 

interaction between the pile toe and the surrounding soil. They have reported an 

important observation which indicated that Jc depends not only soil alone but also 

on the ratio between the pile impedance, ZS, at the pile toe and the soil impedance 

for P-waves,ZP( see Eq. 2.17 . 

Jc  =2
ZS

ZP
    …………………….. (2.17)   

The soil impedance,ZS,is determined in Eq. (2.3) ,which is similar to Eq.2.18. 

ZS =  𝐴𝑃 CB ρs     ……………... (2.18)   

Where: 

ZS = Soil impedance, (kNs/m) 

AP = Cross section area of the pile toe , m^² 

CP = Velocity of P-wave in the soil , m/s 

ρs = Soil density (kg/m³)    

  It is clear the two impedance symbols, ZP and ZS represent the pile and 

the soil impedance respectively and can easily be confused to each other. 

Impedance of the soil for P-waves, ZS at pile toe is relying on the cross- section 

area of the contact between the pile toe and the underlying soil that is not the same 

as the specific soil impedance, ZS for P-waves which is a material property of 

the soil and does not involve the pile geometry. Also, the soil impedance is strain-

dependent and needs to be adjusted for strain level during pile driving/ testing. 

The dynamic portion of the driving resistance at the pile toe, RT, can now be 

readily calculated by combining Eqs.2.17 and 2.18 to form Eq. (2.19). 

RT=2 ZS   𝐕𝐏        ………….…... (2.19)  

RT = Dynamic Soil Resistance at Pile Toe  KN  

 

 The damping factor, Jc, is not appeared in Eq.2.19, in contrast to the widely used 
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relationship given in Eq. 2.17. Indeed, the soil impedance, ZS of the P-wave is 

sufficient to determine the dynamic resistance at the pile-soil interface indicating 

that the P-wave i s  relied upon the level of water fullness (ground water 

conditions) in baggy soils being an aspect not apparently evaluated by combining 

Eqs.2.16 which supposed that the hammer and pile impedances are equal and the 

dynamic toe resistance can now be explained in terms of the hammer impact 

velocity V0, as shown in Eq. 2.20. 

RT   = ZS ρs……………………….… (2.20)  

2.7.2 Vibration Transmission at Pile Toe 

       Ratio of the dynamic soil resistance at the pile toe, RT, which is divided by 

the impacting force, Fi in Eq. 2.9 is known toe vibration transmission efficacy, 

ET.  Dividing Eq. 2.20 by Eq. 2.19 gives Eq. 2.21, the equations (2.21) and (2.22) 

below are taken from (Massarsch, 2008). 

ET  = 2  
ZP

ZS
    …………………………..  (2.21) 

ET =RT/Fi   ………………….………. (2.22)  

ET = Vibration Transmission at pile Toe 

Apparently, the certain pile impedance, ZPis a material property, as given above, 

and should not be chaotic with the pile impedance, ZP.  

2.7.3 The Effect of Pile Penetration Depth 

      Energy-based relationships refer to the mitigation of vibrations from the 

vibration source to the observation point. However, in the case of pile driving, the 

location of the source of the vibration energy is not well defined (in contrast, for 

example, to the case for blasting) as vibrations to be generated from the pile shaft 

or toe or from both at the same time. Thus, as the pile encounters dense soil layers 

close to the ground surface at the beginning of driving and then continues into 

weaker soil, the depth of the energy source will be changed and accordingly it will 

be the distance from the source to the observation point. However, most cases 
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reporting results from vibration measurements use the horizontal distance at the 

land surface in correlated energy source and vibrations. The problem is illustrated 

in plate 2.3 which  shows two land surface measuring points, A and B, located 

at various distances from a long pile point A which is located close to the pile, 

while the distance to point B at the end of driving pile may correspond to more 

than one pile length. When the horizontal distance is used for the vibration 

measurements at point A during the penetration of the pile, neglecting the gradual 

increasing pile penetration length, the vibration amplitude will be overestimated 

due to a much shorter assumed propagation distance. The effect of the neglecting 

is smaller for a measuring point away from the pile location such as at Point B.  

( Massarsch ,2008 ). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

2.7.4 Velocity-Dependent Soil Resistance 

      It is the key concept to the understanding the source of land vibrations which 

is not generally appreciated by geotechnical engineers. The dynamic soil 

resistance defines the maximum value of vibration velocity which actually can be 

transmitted at the pile-soil interface. When the pile is driven into the ground by 

impact, “dynamic” velocity- dependent soil resistance will develop increasing the 

Plate (2.3)  the effect of pile penetration depth at the distance to measure 

points at two locations, A and B , Massarsch (2008 ). 
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total driving resistance and at the same time give rise to land vibrations. The 

dynamic soil resistance can be major component of the total driving resistance 

and its variation during pile penetration can be determined accurately by stress-

wave measurements. (Massarsch ,2008). 

 

2.8 Total Damping Estimating for Wave propagation   

Deckner2003 has given a simple view for the mitigation of land wave's 

proliferation over the land surface. The control of a cylindrical Rayleigh wave in 

a homogenous flexible half‐space is presented, (Deckner2003):  

A = r−.5 ……………………………………….. (2.23)  

Where:  

A = total damping (wave amplitude) (m). 

r = distance from pile (m) 

2.9 The Importance of Geometric Damping  

       Geometric damping would reduce the capacity of the vibrations if distance 

from the source is increased due to the energy being spread over an increasingly 

larger surface or volume. From the theory of energy conservation, the wave 

mitigation due to geometric damping can be described with the following 

expression (Woods, 1997; Nordal, 2009) with the reflection and refraction of ray 

routes causing land vibrations to reach a vulnerable object by many various routes 

(Kramer, 1996). 

A2 = A1(
r1

r2
)n     …………………... (2.24)   

Where: 

A2 = The Amplitude of Vibration at Distance r2 from the Source (m)    
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A1 = The Amplitude of Vibration at Distance r1 from the Source (m)    

 n = ½ for R‐waves (‐)     

       1 for body waves (‐)       

       2 for body waves at the surface (‐)  

 The value of n depends on wave type. 

2.10. Summary and Discussion 

     In this thesis that it was reached to find the maximum effect of damage for 

different piles such as (hollow steel, hollow steel with cone, H-pile, precast 

concert and steel solid) during the driving pile model and the knowledge of which 

type of the piles is less influential and which is the highest effect of damage to 

the neighboring buildings. Also, find the damping at any distance between the 

source and maximum effect distance by equation. Not all of the above has been 

reached by previous studies.     
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Chapter Three 

Experimental work 

3.1 Introduction 

           This chapter describes and details the equipment used in the laboratory test 

and soil properties used in the laboratory as well as the steps of the laboratory work 

to measure the vibration wave of the types of piles model in the laboratory test: - 

1. The material properties for soil.  

2. Manufactured 1Manual dynamic hammer. 

3. Manufacture piles such as: (hollow steel pile, hollow steel with cone  pile ,  H-

pile,  and precast concert pile , and steel soild pile  ) . Dimentsion of pile (20*20*580) 

mm 

4. Manufacturing a container 

 

3.2 Materials Tests 

3.2.1 Soil  

            The soil used in this study is a fine to medium poor graded gray sand brought 

from Abo-Nooass reign in Baghdad city. The sand was sieved according to (ASTM 

D 422-02 standard test method for particle-size analysis of soils), Figure 3.1 shows 

grain size distribution for the sand used. Standard tests were performed to determine 

physical and engineering properties of the sand. The details of soil properties are 

listed in table (3.1).  
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Figure: 3. 1. Distribution of grain size for Bagdad sand used in the 

present study. 

 

Table (3.1): Sandy soil  physical properties used in present tests.        

No. Index property Specifications Value 

1 Specific gravity (Gs) ASTM  D 854 – 2005 2.65 

2 D10 (mm) ASTM D 422 – 2001 0.12 

3 D30 (mm) ASTM D 422 – 2001 0.17 

4 D60 (mm) ASTM D 422 – 2001 0.20 

5 Coefficient of uniformity (Cu) ASTM D 422 – 2001 1.167 

6 Coefficient of curvature (Cc ) ASTM D 422 – 2001 1.204 

7 Maximum dry unit weight  

max  (kN/m3) 

ASTM D 4253-2000 15 

8 Minimum dry unit weight min  

(kN/m3) 

ASTM D 4254-2000 13.9 

9 Dry unit weight (kN/m2) at R.D 

= 65% 

 14.6 
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10 Maximum void ratio e max  0.90 

11 Minimum void ratio  e min  0.76 

12 Relative density (R.D %)  65% 

13 Angle of internal friction (ϕ) at 

R.D =65% 

ASTM D 3080-98  32 

14 Soil classification (USCS) ASTM D 422 – 2001 SP 

 

3.2.2 Pile Models 

        Five different driving pile models were prepared for the purpose of 

comparison between them in terms of the least effect of the vibration wave during 

driving, such as hollow steel pile, hollow steel with cone pile, H-pile, precast 

concert pile, and steel solid pile.  

  Plate 3.1 shows the corresponding shape of the pile models used in the 

study. Table 3.2 contains the dimensions and weight of each pile (For hollow 

steel, plug soil weight added to steel material weight of pile). Plate 3.2 displays 

the measure of plug length and its weight for hollow steel pile model.  

                             

Plate (3.1): Pile models used in the Study 
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Table (3.2): The corresponding shape and weight of the pile models used 

Type of  pile model 

Characteristics Model 

Nominal 

Length 

(mm) 

Dimensions (mm) 
Weight  

(Kg ) 

Hollow Steel pile  580 20 0.606 

hollow Steel  with 

cone pile 
580 

20 0.544 

H-Pile 580 20 0.393 

precast Concert 

pile 
580 

20 0.704 

steel solid pile 580 20 1.54 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Plate (3.2): Measuring the plug length and its weight for hollow steel pile  
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3.2.3 Precast Concert Pile 

  A mixed concrete of 1.5:1 and ratio of 0.4 water-cement was used to 

produce precast concrete pile model. A recent work (has recommended that the 

water cement ratio should not transcend 0.45 for machine foundation. However, 

utmost particle size of gravel is 3.1 mm. (Structuro 502) additive is used in 

concrete mix at a proportion of 3 % of cement weight which to allow fabricating 

concrete of high-execution and workability. The concrete was casted for the piles 

continuously and gradually. The mold of the experimental paradigm was placed 

on vibrated stand for 45 seconds to get of the gaps from the concrete to get a 

soapy concrete surface, then after 24 hours, the foundation of concrete was left to 

fully dry for about 4 weeks. Pile model was strengthened by four bars of three 

mm diameter and 580 mm length for the piled. the spacing between the 

reinforcement of pile was 10 mm. Circumferential wires were used as stirrups 

with a spacing of 80 mm. Clear space between the border of consolidation and 

that of the model was 3 mm. A mold with dimensions of 20*20 * 580 mm was 

made for casting reinforced concrete pile ,Chowdhary and Dasgupta, 2009)  

3.3 Manufacture of Manual Dynamic Hammer 

          Manual dynamic hammer device was made to simulate the pile driving 

hammer in the field manufacturing and hammer weight determination depends 

on the properties of used piles. The energy of the hammer was represented in the 

same way as the field used details of hammer design below. Manual dynamic 

hammer has been set up to cast dynamic force on the test pile and the hammer 

parts are formed to be cable guide, hammer hand, pile guide, hammer and hammer 

base. The information about each part of hammer was explained below. Plate 3.3 

shows Manual dynamic hammer device and figure 3.2 illustrates the sketch of 

manual dynamic hammer device. figure 3.3 displays top view for hammer 

manufacturer and figure 3.4 presents section of the hammer in the model test. 
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Plate (3.3) : Manual dynamic hammer device 
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Figure (3.2):  Sketch of hammer manufacturer 
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Figure (3.3): Top view for Hammer manufacturer 

 

 

   

    Figure (3.4):  Section of the hammer in the model test 
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3.3.1 Manual Hammer Device  

        Hammer: that the part of the hammer Consists of hammer shaft and hammer 

hand, and the length of the hammer was (12.6 m). Details are illustrated in the 

Figure 3.5 

        Hammer hand: that the part of the hammer Consists of two guides, the first 

was to be (100 mm) diameter and the other was (50 mm) diameter, the two guides 

connect with part steel hammer (100*100*370) mm, and steel measured ruler. 

Moreover, the length of hammer hand was (1260 mm). Details are illustrated n 

the Figure 3.5. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure (3.5): Parts of hammer device 
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       Hummer guide: It is the part of the hammer consisting of steel ruler and two 

parts of steel shaft, two parts of pile guide and steel square guide. Note that the 

moving of pile guide was 90º and moving steel ruler was 90º.Details are 

illustrated in the Figure 3.6. 

       Cable guide: It is the part of the hammer consisting of steel cable, cable 

guide square steel pipe cable and hand ring as showing in the Figure 3.6. 

 

 

 

Figure (3.6): Shows Hammer guide and cable guide 
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Hammer base: This part of the hammer consisting of steel plate, two parts of 

steel channel and screw used to fix the hammer base with the container. Details 

are illustrated in the Figure 3.7.  

 

Figure (3.7): Hammer Base with fixed channels 

 

Hammer working energy:  It depends on the principle of o input energy as 

shown in equations. 3.1. 

Eo = Wh x g x h     …. (3. 1) 

Where: 

Eo = nominal input energy (kJ) 

h= hammer height (Height of Falling Hammer) (m). 

Wh= Weight of Hammer (kg) 

g = Acceleration earth gravity (m.s-2) 

          Hammer arm length was designed to be variable to select any length but 

not more than 12.6 m . The weight of hammer base was designed to use additional 

weights for higher energy. Moreover, the guide line was a part of the hammer 

helping to keep the verticality of the hammer. The hammer also consists of a steel 
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base frame composed of two channels for the movement of the hammer at any 

angle.  

 With respect to selected any weights of the hammer, observation that the model 

piles performed with different energies was recorded at this study. Since the study 

is about the effect of waves produced from pile driving on nearby structures, 

therefore different hammer weights (Wh) and falling heights (h) were needed to 

obtain several energies.  

3.3.2 Input Energy Used in the Pile Model  

 The notional input energy of most impact hammers can be obtained by 

multiplying the ram weight by the drop height as follows: 

          Hammer weight was applied to drive the model piles which were equal to 

1.8 kg. This weight was taken based on the weight of pile to hammer ratio 

(WP/Wr) which was about 1.0-1.5 within which the tension exertions are limited 

and not serious. The height of falling (h) was recorded regarding to the required 

energy derived, (Ali,2012) as shown in equations 3.2. 

Therefore: 

          𝐸 𝑀𝑂𝐷𝐸𝐿 𝑝 =  𝐸 𝑟𝑒𝑓𝑒𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑒 𝑝

(𝐴𝑠 +𝐴𝑏 )
  𝑚𝑜𝑑𝑒𝑙  𝑝𝑖𝑙𝑒    

(𝐴𝑠 +𝐴𝑏 )
  𝑟𝑒𝑓𝑒𝑟𝑛𝑐𝑒  

   ×   
      Б𝑣    

  𝑚𝑜𝑑𝑒𝑙  𝑝𝑖𝑙𝑒    
Б𝑣

  𝑟𝑒𝑓𝑒𝑟𝑛𝑐𝑒  

….….. (3.2) 

Where: 

E model: Energy of model pile. 

E reference: Energy of field pile corresponding to energy of 3.2 ton.m. 

𝐴𝑠 𝑚𝑜𝑑𝑒𝑙: Surface areas of model pile. m^² 

𝐴𝑏 𝑚𝑜𝑑𝑒𝑙: Model pile bearing areas. m^² 
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𝐴𝑠 reference: Surface areas of field pile with (B=30cm, and L= 12m 

𝐴𝑏 reference: bearing areas of field pile with (B=30cm, and L= 12m) 

Б𝑣 𝑚𝑜𝑑𝑒𝑙: Overburden pressure for model pile kPa. 

Б𝑣 reference: Overburden pressure for field pile kPa 

3.3.3 Driving Process 

      After completing the connection and combining the parts of hammer with 

each other and the following steps were used to drive the pile model: - 

 1. Centering the hammer apparatus above the particular attitude on the   steel 

base structure 

2. Placing the pile in guideline parts and helmet above it. The first guideline part 

should be strike the pile from above end and the other fixed to the toe pile. 

3.  Start hammering by pulling the hammer arm up 27.5 cm with a weight of 

hammer 1.8 kg. 

3.4 Preparation of Soil Bed 

1. The Testing Container 

 The dimensions of the container were (1.2 * 1.2 * 0.9) m and each side of the 

container was made of a steel plate of 3 mm thick. The cork layer was then used 

for lining the four sides and the container with the base of 20 mm thickness to 

absorb and prevent the reflection of vibration wave guide when shedding 

Dynamic force off and then sealed with a polyether sheet as shown in the plate 

3.5, a, b, c. 
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Plate (3.4, a.b.c): The Steel Container details 

2. Preparation of Sand Deposit     

           Sand layer was prepared using a modulate compactor that was made to 

satisfy the predetermined proportional density of 65% which selected for this 

study where the sand required to complete the proportional density is known since 

the unit weight and the volume of the sand was predetermined. The container 

depth was divided into seven equal lifts of 100 mm height and the total weight of 

sand was also divided into seven equal weights. The soil of each layer was 

compacted to the required lift. After completing the final layer, the top surface 

was leveled by sharp edge ruler to get as near as possible a flat surface, as shown 

in plate 3.5, a, b. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Plate 3.5.a. Preparation of and deposit--

- first layer 
Plate 3.5 b Preparation of sand deposit -

-- final layer 

a 

a 

b c 
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3.5 Vibration Meter Device 

Model: BVB-8207SD 4 CHANNELS vibration meter with SD card data recorder 

marks a step forwards into the field of precise measurement. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Table (3.3) illustrates classification ranges for the valuation of machines and 

equipment in the ISO 2372 and VDI2056,  

Table (3.3): Group K: low frequency, especially production  

Electrical motors with 15 up to 75 kW output, without special foundations 

Group K : low frequency  , especially production 

 electrical motors of up to 15 kw 

Good 0 to 0.71 mm/s 

Acceptable 0.71 to 1.8 mm/s 

Still permissible 1.8 to  4.5 mm/s 

Dangerous  ˃  4.5 mm/s 

 

 

Plate (3.6 a) : Explain the parts of 

the vibration meter device 

 

 

 

Magnetic 

base 

Plate (3.6 b) : Explain 

sensor and magnetic base 
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3.6 Test Procedure 

3.6.1 Measure Wave Propagation within the Soil  

1- Within the soil at different distances on the soil surface 

 To measure the maximum impact of the vibration, wave for wave propagation 

in soil by place the sensors at different distances from the pile center at a depth 

of 50mm below the soil surface (2.5d, 5d, 10d, 17.5d, 20d, and 45d), where; d is 

the pile width or diameter. Figure 3.8, shows the position of the sensors at the 

surface of the soil model to measure the effect of the vibration wave. This method 

of sensors installation was used with each type of pile model. The peak particle 

velocity of vibration wave, the vibration waves accelerating, and vibration wave 

displacement during pile model driving were measured. 

 

 

 

Figure (3.8): the position of sensors at the soil surface  
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 Plate 3.7 a & b shows the installation of sensors at the surface of the soil model 

in the laboratory.  

 

 

 Plate (3.7.a.b):  Installation the sensors at the deferent distance on the soil 

surface model. 
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2- Within the soil at different depths below soil surface 

  It was suggested that to install the sensors of the vibration wave measuring 

device at different depths below the soil surface and at a horizontal distance of 

2.5d from the pile model to study the effect of vibration waves at different depths. 

Installation the sensors was starting from 50mm below the soil surface at depths 

of 2.5d, 5d, and 10d. Figure 3.9 shows the position of the sensors within different 

depths below the soil surface.  

 

 

Figure  (3.9): the position of sensors  with depth 
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Plate 3.8: measuring vibration wave within different depths below soil surface. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Plate (3.8): Measuring vibration wave within different depths below soil 

surface. 

 

3.6.2 Measure the Vibration Waves in Pile 

  Measure the vibration wave within the pile by fixing the sensors on pile 

model (below the pile head), as shown in the plate (3.9). From recording the 

wave velocity in the pile, that leads to measure the followings: 

1- The length of stress wave propagation down the pile. 

2- Estimation pile impedance from the impact pile driving. 

3- Estimation force in pile 

4- Estimation dynamic soil resistance at pile toe. 

5- Estimation vibration transmission at the pile toe 
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Plate (3.9): Measuring vibration wave within the pile model 
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Figure 3.10 shows a follow chart for testing program of the study. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

           

  

 

 

 

 

 

Figure (3.10): flow chart of testing program 

 

hollow 

steel pile 

hollow steel with 

cone pile 

H-pile  Precast 

 concert pile 

Soild 

 steel pile 

Testing program 

 

Compaction study effect of vibration caused by driving pile 

Manufacture pile 

models 

Manufacture manual hammer 

 

Measure Wave Propagation within the Soil 

 

Measure the 

Vibration Waves 

in Pile 

Within the soil at 

different depths 

below soil surface 

Within the soil at 

different distance 

at soil surface 

1. Measure Velocity  

2. Measure displacement  

3. Measure acc. 
 

Measure Velocity. 
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CHAPTER FOUR 

Results and Discussion of Experimental Work 

4.1 Introduction 

         This chapter presents and discusses the experimental results obtained from 

the test setup to examine the vibrations wave due to driving pile Also, the study 

concentrates on the type of the piles material, its shape, as wells as determining 

and comparing the maximum distance of vibration wave effect to each type of 

pile models. To know which pile causes the least damage and which was the most 

harmful, in addition to know the permissible distance of the pile driving to the 

neighboring buildings. Also, estimating of total damping for propagating wave 

and the damping for each type of pile models at different distances. 

4.2 Results of the Experimental Work   

       The duration of the dynamic force projection and recording of the response 

of the vibrations wave for about (2hour). Vibration meter was used to measure 

velocity, acceleration, and displacement with penetration depth pile, taking into 

account the previous reading at each blow by the hammer. 

4.2.1 Behavior of Vibration Wave at the Soil Surface Due to Pile Driving  

1. Velocity of vibration wave with pile penetration depth 

          Figures 4.1- 4.5 illustrate the dynamic response of each pile model under 

the applied dynamic load, and recorded vibration wave velocity with pile 

penetration depth. The figures show that the maximum vibration wave velocity 

was gradually increased to reach a maximum vibration wave at the middle of 

penetration depth of the pile model. This was observation for all different types 

of the pile models used in the study. Also, it can be noted that the vibration wave 

(peak particle velocity) recorded at the soil surface was not regular with regular 

energy (Eo) and increased with the pile penetration depth. The peak particle 
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velocity was increased in some points and decreased in other points because of 

the dissipation of the stress waves due to the soil damping. This has caused 

significant differences in the magnitudes of the vibrations on the ground surface. 

Figure 4.1 shows that the maximum velocity of vibration wave for hollow steel 

pile was0.4 mm/s at penetration depth of 22cm, for a horizontal distance of 2.5d 

from the center of the pile model, and decreased to zero at distance of 10d (20cm). 

Figure 4.2 illustrates that the maximum velocity of vibration wave for hollow 

steel pile with cone was 0.8 mm/s at penetration depth of 20 to 30cm below the 

soil surface, for horizontal distance 2.5d from the center of the pile model, and 

decreased to zero at a distance of 17.5d (35cm). Figure 4.3 shows that the 

maximum velocity of vibration wave for steel H-pile was 1.1 mm/s at penetration 

depth of 25cm, for a horizontal distance of 2.5d from the center of the pile model, 

and decreased to zero at distance of 20d (40cm).  

Figure 4.4 illustrates that the maximum velocity of vibration wave for precast 

concert pile was to be 1.4 mm/s at penetration depth of 20 to 24 cm for a 

horizontal distance of 2.5d from the center of the pile model, and decreased to 

zero at distance of 26d (52cm). Figure 4.5shows that the maximum velocity of 

vibration wave for steel solid pile was 1.8 mm/s at penetration depth of 22 to 

28cm, for a horizontal distance of 2.5d from the center of the pile model, and 

decreased to a minimum value at a distance of 45d (90cm).  

       Table 4.1 contains maximum vibration wave velocity and maximum 

horizontal distance from the center of pile model for different type of piles. It 

seems that the minimum vibration wave velocity was for hollow steel pile and the 

maximum vibration wave velocity was for steel solid pile model. Also, it shows 

that The minimum horizontal distance of vibration wave was for hollow steel pile 

and the maximum horizontal distance of vibration wave was for steel solid pile 

which cannot determined exactly. The other vibration velocities of different piles 

lied in between hollow steel pile and steel solid pile. 
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Figure (4.1): variation of wave velocity with penetration 

depth of pile model during driving for hollow steel of 

pile 

 
Figure (4.2): variation of wave velocity with penetration 

depth of pile model during driving for hollow steel with 

cone of pile 

 
Figure (4.3): variation of wave velocity with penetration depth 

of pile model during driving for H- pile 

 
Figure (4.4): variation of wave velocity with penetration depth 

of pile model during driving for precast concert of pile 

 

Figure (4.5): variation of wave velocity with penetration depth of pile model during driving for steel solid pile 
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Table (4.1): Maximum vibration velocity and maximum horizontal distance from the 

center of pile for each pile model 

pile Type 

Maximum  

velocity 

(mm/s) 

Maximum horizontal   

distance (cm) 

hollow Steel Pile 0. 4 20 

hollow Steel Pile with cone 0. 8 35 

H- Pile 1.1 40 

Precast Concert Pile 1.4 52 

Steel solid Pile 
More than 

1.8 
More than 90 

 

2. Accelerating of vibration wave with pile penetration depth  

       Figures 4.6 - 4.10 illustrate the acceleration of vibration wave response of 

each pile model. Figure 4.6 shows that the maximum value of acceleration of 

vibration wave for hollow steel pile model at the beginning of driving was 5 

mm/s² where the sensor fixed at the ground at a distance of 2.5d of the middle 

hollow steel pile, then gradually was decreased to 2 mm/s² when the sensor fixed 

at a distance of 5d and approach to zero when the sensor fixed at the ground at a 

distance of 10d of the middle hollow steel pile. The figure 4.7 illustrates that the 

maximum value of acceleration of vibration wave for hollow steel pile model 

with cone at the beginning of driving was 25 mm/s² where the sensor was fixed 

at the ground at a distance of 2.5d of the middle hollow steel with cone pile. Then 

gradually, it was decreased to 20, 10, and 0 mm/s² when the sensor fixed at a 

distance of 5d, 10d, and 17.5d from the pile center model respectively. Figure 4.8 

illustrates that the maximum value of acceleration of vibration wave for H- pile 

model at the beginning of driving was 40mm/s² where the sensor was fixed at the 

ground at a distance of 2.5d of the middle H- pile, Then, it was gradually 

decreased to 25, 20, 15, and 0 mm/s² when the sensor fixed at a distance of 5d, 
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10d, 17.5d, and 20d from the pile center model respectively. Figure 4.9 illustrates 

that the maximum value of acceleration of vibration wave for precast concrete 

pile model at the beginning of driving was 50 mm/s² where the sensor was fixed 

at the soil surface at a distance of 2.5d from the pile center. Then, it was gradually 

decreased to 35, 30, 20, 15, and 0 mm/s² when the sensor was fixed at a distance 

of5d, 10d, 20d, 25d and 26d from the pile center model respectively. Figure 4.10 

illustrates that the maximum value of acceleration of vibration wave for steel 

solid pile model at the beginning of driving was 75 mm/s² where the sensor fixed 

at the ground at a distance of 2.5d of the middle steel sold pile, Then, it was 

gradually decreased to 50, 35, 30, 20, and 15 mm/s² when the sensor fixed at a 

distance of 5d, 10d, 20d, and 45d from the pile center model respectively. 
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Figure (4.6): variation of wave acceleration with 

penetration depth of pile model during driving for 

hollow steel pile 

 

Figure (4.7): variation of wave acceleration with 

penetration depth of pile model during driving for 

hollow steel pile with cone 

 

 Figure (4.8): variation of wave acceleration with 

penetration depth of pile model during driving for steel 

H- pile 

 
Figure (4.9): variation of wave acceleration with 

penetration depth of pile Model during driving for 

precast concrete pile 

 

Figure (4.10): variation of wave acceleration with penetration depth of pile Model during driving for steel solid pile 
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3. Vibration wave displacement with pile penetration depth  

        Figures 4.11 - 4.15 illustrate the behavior of displacement of vibration wave 

for each type of pile models used with penetration depth during driving. The 

figures show that the displacement of vibration wave was gradually increased and 

reached to the final penetration depth of pile. Figure 4.11 shows that the vibration 

wave displacement was gradually increased and reached the maximum at the 

middle of penetration depth of the pile model for hollow steel pile. Figure 4.12 

displays that the vibration wave displacement was gradually increased and 

reached the maximum at the last third of penetration depth of the pile model for 

hollow steel with cone pile. Figure 4.13 shows that the vibration wave 

displacement was gradually increased and reached the maximum at the last third 

of penetration depth of pile model for H-pile.  

Figure 4.14 illustrates that the vibration wave displacement was gradually 

increased and reached the maximum vibration wave at the last third of penetration 

depth for precast concert pile model. Figure 4.15 shows that the vibration waves 

were gradually increased to reach the maximum at the middle of penetration depth 

for steel solid pile model. Table 4.2 shows maximum vibration wave 

displacement and maximum distance from the pile center for each pile. 

Table (4.2): Illustrates maximum vibration wave displacement and maximum distance for each pile 

Pile Type  
Maximum  

displacement (mm) 

Maximum  distance  

(cm) 

hollow Steel Pile 0..066 20 

hollow Steel Pile with cone 0.40 35 

H- Pile 0. 2 40 

Precast Concert Pile 0.32 52 

Steel solid Pile More than 0.35 More than 90 
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Figure (4.11):  Variation of wave displacement with 

penetration depth during driving hollow steel pile 

model. 

 
Figure (4.12):  Variation of wave displacement with 

penetration depth during driving pile hollow steel with 

cone pile model 

Figure (4.13):  Variation of wave displacement with 

penetration depth during driving steel H- pile model. 

 
Figure (4.14):  Variation of wave displacement with 

penetration depth during driving precast concert pile 

model. 

 

Figure (4.15):  Variation of wave displacement with penetration depth during driving for steel solid pile model. 
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4.2.2 Behavior of Vibration Wave at Different Depths During Pile Driving 

1. Velocity of vibration wave with pile depth 

       Figures 4.16 to 4.20 show the behavior of vibration wave velocity with 

penetration depth during driving the pile model. Also, the figures illustrate that 

the increment of vibration wave velocity with depth when the sensor was fixed at 

different vertical distances below the soil surface. 

      Figure 4.16 shows that the vibration wave velocity was gradually increased 

and reached the maximum at the middle penetration depth of pile model for 

hollow steel pile. Figure 4.17 displays that the vibration wave velocity was 

gradually increased and reached the maximum at the middle penetration depth of 

pile model for hollow steel pile with cone.     

Figure 4.18 illustrates that the vibration wave velocity was gradually increase and 

reached the maximum at the middle penetration depth of pile model for H-pile. 

Figure 4.19 shows that the vibration wave velocity was gradually increased and 

reached the maximum at the middle penetration depth of pile model for precast 

concert pile. Figure 4.20 shows the vibration wave velocity was gradually 

increased and reached the maximum at the last middle third of penetration depth 

of pile model for steel solid pile. 

         So, the minimum vibration wave velocity was recorded for hollow steel pile 

while the maximum vibration wave velocity was recorded for steel solid model.  

        Table (4.3) shows the maximum vibration wave velocity with depth for 

each pile model. 
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Figure (4.16):  Variation of wave velocity with 

penetration depth of pile model during driving for 

hollow steel Pile. 

 
Figure (4.17): Variation of wave velocity with 

penetration depth of pile model during driving for 

hollow steel pile with cone 

 

Figure (4.18): Variation of wave velocity with penetration 

depth of pile model during driving for H- Pile. 
 

 
Figure (4.19): Variation of wave velocity with 

penetration depth of pile model during driving for 

precast concrete pile. 
 

 

Figure (4.20): Variation of wave velocity with penetration depth of pile model during driving for steel solid pile 
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Table (4.3): Illustrate the maximum vibration wave velocity with depth for each pile model. 

The type pile 
Maximum  vibration velocity 

(mm/s) 

hollow Steel Pile 0.6 

hollow Steel Pile with cone 0.9 

H- Pile 1.3 

Precast Concert Pile 1.6 

Steel solid Pile 1.9 

   

2. Accelerating of vibration wave with pile penetration depth  

         Figures 4.21 to 4.25 show the behavior of acceleration of vibration wave 

with penetration depth of pile models during driving.  

  Figure 4.21 illustrates that the maximum value of acceleration of vibration 

wave with depth for hollow steel pile model at the beginning of driving was 10, 

15, 20 mm/s² at a distance of 2.5d, 5d, 10d respectively below the soil surface. 

         Figure 4.22 displays that the maximum value of acceleration of vibration 

wave with depth for hollow steel with cone pile model at the beginning of driving 

was 15, 20 ,25 mm/s² at a distance of 2.5d, 5d, 10d respectively below the soil 

surface.  

         Figure 4.23 shows that the maximum value of acceleration of vibration 

wave with depth for H -pile model at the beginning of driving was 20, 30, 35 

mm/s² at a distance of 2.5d,5d,10d respectively below the soil surface. 
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         Figure 4.24 illustrates that the maximum value of acceleration of vibration 

wave with depth for precast concert pile model at the beginning of driving was 

35, 50, 75 mm/s² at a distance of 2.5d, 5d, 10d respectively below the soil surface.  

       Figure 4.22 illustrates that the maximum value of acceleration of vibration 

wave with depth for steel solid pile model at the beginning of driving was 35, 55, 

80 mm/s² at a distance of 2.5d, 5d, 10drespectively below the soil surface.  

           Generally, these figures show that the minimum acceleration of vertical 

vibration wave was for hollow steel pile and the maximum was for steel solid 

model.  

Table 4.4 shows the maximum acceleration of vertical vibration wave at the start 

of driving piles models. 

       Table (4.4): Illustrates maximum acceleration vibration wave for each 

pile model. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

The type pile 
Maximum  accelerating of 

vibration wave  mm/s² 

hollow Steel Pile 20 

hollow Steel Pile with cone 25 

H- Pile 35 

Precast Concert Pile 75 

Steel solid Pile 80 
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Figure (4.21): Variation of wave acceleration with 

penetration depth of pile model during driving for hollow 

steel pile 

Figure (4.22): Variation of wave acceleration with 

penetration depth of pile model during driving for 

hollow steel with cone pile 

Figure (4.23): Variation of wave acceleration with 

penetration depth of pile model during driving for H-pile. 

Figure (4. 24): Variation of wave acceleration with 

penetration depth of pile model during driving for 

precast concert pile 

Figure (4. 25): Variation of wave acceleration with penetration depth of pile model during driving for steel solid pile 
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3. Displacement of vibration wave with pile penetration depth 

             Figures 4.26 to 4.30 illustrate the behavior of displacement vibration 

wave with penetration depth during driving pile models.  

            Figure 4.26 shows that the displacement of vibration waves were 

gradually increased with increasing penetration depth for hollow steel pile model 

to be 0.138, 0.184, 0.23 mm at distance of 2.5d, 5d, 10d respectively below the 

soil surface.  

           Figure 4.27 shows that the displacement of vibration waves were gradually 

increased with increasing penetration depth for hollow steel pile model with 

cone to be 0.276, 0.322, 0.368 mm at distance of 2.5d, 5d, 10d respectively below 

the soil surface. 

          Figure 4.28 shows that the displacement of vibration waves were gradually 

increased with increasing penetration depth for H- pile model to be 0.294, 0.336, 

0.378 mm at distance of 2.5d, 5d, 10d respectively below the soil surface 

         Figure 4.29 illustrates that the displacement of vibration waves gradually 

increase with increased penetration depth for precast concert pile model to be 

(0.336, 0378, 0.546) mm at distance of (2.5d, 5d, 10d) respectively below the soil 

surface. 

        Figure 4.30 shows that the displacement of vibration waves were gradually 

increased with increasing penetration depth of steel solid pile model to be 0.432, 

0.505, 0.576 mm at distance of 2.5d, 5d, 10d respectively below the soil surface. 

So that, the minimum displacement of vibration waves was for hollow steel pile 

model and the maximum displacement of vibration wave was for steel solid pile 

model.  
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Figure (4. 26): Variation of wave displacement with 

penetration depth during driving pile model for hollow 

steel pile 

Figure (4. 27): Variation of wave displacement with 

penetration depth during driving pile model for hollow 

steel with cone pile 

 

Figure (4. 28): Variation of wave displacement with 

penetration depth during driving pile model for H pile 

 

 
Figure (4. 29): Variation of wave displacement with 

penetration depth during driving pile model for precast 

concert pile 

 

Figure (4.30): Variation of wave displacement with penetration depth during driving pile model for steel sold pile 
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4.2.3 Discussion the Results of Vibration Wave Propagation at the Soil 

Surface and with Penetration Depth  

  Tables 4.5 and 4.6 contain the velocity, acceleration and displacement of 

vibration wave at different locations of the soil surface and at different locations 

below the soil surface. 

Table (4.5) Values of vibration wave at the soil surface during pile driving 

The type pile 

 

Maximum  

velocity 

(mm/s) 

Maximum  

accelerating 

(mm/s²) 

Maximum 

displacement 

(mm) 

Maximum 

Effective 

distance 

(cm) 

hollow Steel Pile 0.4 5 0.066 20 

hollow Steel Pile 

with cone 

0.8 25 0.174 
35 

H- Pile 1.1 40 0.192 40 

Precast Concert 

Pile 

1.4 50 0.321 
52 

Steel solid Pile 
More than 

1.8 

More than 

65 

More than 

0.354 

More 

than 90 

 

Table (4.6): Values of vibration wave at different depths below soil surface during pile 

driving 

The type pile 

 

Maximum  

velocity 

(mm/s) 

Maximum  

accelerating 

(mm/s²) 

displacement 

(mm) 

Depth of 

the sensor  

below soil 

surface 

(cm) 

hollow Steel pile  0.6 20 0.23 20 

hollow Steel Pile 

with cone 

0.9 35 0.368 20 

H- Pile 1.3 45 0396 20 

Precast Concert Pile 1.6 55 0.588 20 

Steel solid Pile 1.9 75 0..576 20 
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The following points obtained, it is to do a comparison between them where: 

1- The vibration waves at the soil surface were decreased where the sensor moved 

away from the source of vibration generation, while they increased when sensor 

was fixed at different depths below the soil surface. 

2-The vibration wave (velocity, acceleration, and displacement) at the soil surface 

was less than that below the soil surface. The reason for that is the lateral and 

vertical stresses were increased during pile penetration. 

3- It could be argued that because the input energy by the hammer has a 

downwards direction, it is expected to have non-uniform distribution of the 

transmitted energy around the pile-toe. The behavior of vibration waves in both 

ways is different from each other. Mogami and Kubo (1953) have noted a strong 

reduction in shear resistance with increasing accelerations which was 

subsequently confirmed in the work of Youd (1972) who has noted that both the 

amount of compaction and reduction in shear strength were increased as the 

acceleration level increased. 

4- In the vibration wave at the soil surface, it is possible to determine the 

maximum effective distance and maximum damping for driving pile model 

within the soil and determine the equation of vibration amplitude. Also, it is 

possible to determine the maximum value of the vibration wave and the least 

effect of the vibration wave for adjacent buildings. While for vibration wave 

below the soil surface the maximum effective distance, maximum damping and 

the equation of vibration amplitude cannot be determined. However, it is possible 

to determine the maximum value of the vibration wave and the least effect of the 

vibration wave for adjacent buildings. 
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4.3 Measurement of the Actual Vibration Wave Velocity (CB) Within the 

Pile Models during Driving:  

        Table 4.7 shows the maximum vibration wave velocity within different pile 

models. It shows that the minimum vibration wave velocity was for hollow steel 

pile model and the maximum vibration wave velocity was for steel solid pile 

model. The other vibration velocities of different pile model placed between 

hollow steel pile and steel solid pile. 

Table (4.7):  shows maximum vibration wave velocity within different pile models 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

4.4 Estimation the length of Stress Wave Propagation down the Pile 

           Table 4.8 shows calculated values of the stress wave length under each 

model of pile types. The stress wave length of propagation under the pile for all 

the different types was 1.16 m. This value depends on the pile length and does 

not depend on the shape and material of pile model.  

 

 

 

type pile  actual vibration (wave velocity) within the pile  

(CB) ( mm/s)  (ppv) 

hollow Steel Pile 18.8 

hollow Steel Pile with 

cone 
20.1 

H- Pile 20.3 

Precast Concert Pile 20.7 

Steel solid Pile 22.5 
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Table (4.8): Measurement of the stress wave length propagation under the pile 

Type of pile 

 

*2 

𝑪𝑩  

m/s)) 

*3 

 T 

s)) 

*4 

𝒇𝒅 

s‐¹ or Hz)) 

*5 

Lw  

m)) 

hollow steel  0.0188 61.70212766 0.00162069 1.16 

hollow steel with cone    0.0201 57.71144279   0.001732759 1.16 

H pile 0.0203 57.14285714 0.00175 1.16 

Precast concert  0.0207 56.03864734 0.001784483 1.16 

Steel  sold  0.0225 51.55555556 

 

0.001939655 1.16 

*1 LP=pile length (m)….  *2   CB = actual wave velocity in the pile (m/s 

*3    t=  Duration of impact in pile … ∗ 4    fd = frequeny in the pile ,   

*5 Lw   =   Length of the stress wave propagation down the pile, 2.12 eq. 

4.5 Estimation Pile Impedance from the Impact Pile Driving  

      Table 4.9, illustrates that pile impedance from the impact pile driving 

increases with the increase of the material mass of the pile model with fixed 

volume of the pile. 

Table (4.9):  Illustrates pile impedance during driving pile model 

*6 𝐴𝑃  =pile cross-section area m²     …..  *7   v= pile volume (m³) … *8 m= mass of pile Kg 

*9 ρ 𝑷 =  = m / V the pile material density (kg/m³)   …..  *10  ZP = impedance of pile (kNs/m) , 2.3  

 

Type of pile model 

*6 

𝐴𝑃 

m² 

*7 

V 

m³ 

CB 

mm/s 

*8 

m 

m/kg 

*9 

ρ 𝑷  

kg/m³ 

*10 

𝑍𝑃  kN.s/m 

hollow steel pile 
0.0004 0.00023 0.0188 0.606 2634.7826 0.0198136 

hollow steel with 

cone pile 0.0004 0.00023 0.0201 0.544 2365.2174 0.0190163 

H- pile 
0.0004 0.00023 0.0203 0.393 1708.6957 0.0138746 

precast concert pile 
0.0004 0.00023 0.0207 0.704 3060.8696 0.025344 

steel solid pile 
0.0004 0.00023 0.0225 1.54 6695.6522 

0.06026087 
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Figure 4.31illustrates the behavior of pile impedance 𝑍𝑃 and velocity of vibration 

wave (CB) within the pile for each pile model. 

   

  

Figure (4.31): Illustrates pile impedance during driving pile model and the actual velocity of vibration 

wave within the pile for each pile model 

4.6 Estimation Force Induced Within the Pile Due to Vibration Wave 

   Table 4.10 illustrates the force induced within pile for each pile model, and       

it depends on the particle velocity at the pile top and impedance. 

Table (4.10): The force in pile model due to vibration wave introduced from pile driving 

 

 

Type pile model ZP 

kN.s/m 

 

∗ 1
    VP 

(m/s) 

 

*13 

Fi 

(KN( 

 

H pile 
0.0198136 1.169231 0.023166666 

hollow steel with cone 
0.0190163 1.169231 0.022234438 

hollow steel pile 
0.0138746 1.169231 0.016222606 

precast concert 
0.025344 1.169231 0.029632978 

steel sold pile 
0.0602609 1.169231 0.070458848 

             *11  𝑉𝑃 = Particle velocity (physical velocity) of pile (m/s) , 2.9 eq.  

            *12    VO = Velocity of hammer m/s  , 2.5 eq. ,    g=-the acceleration of earth gravity,   h  = hammer height  

            *13   Fi = force in pile. KN , 2.10 eq. 

0
0.01
0.02
0.03
0.04
0.05
0.06
0.07

0.0188 0.0201 0.0203 0.0207 0.0225

ZP 0.0198136 0.0190163 0.0138746 0.025344 0.06026087

ZP

CB AND  ZP
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Figure 4.32 illustrates pile impedance (ZP) and the force (Fi) induced in pile for 

each pile model due to vibration wave. The figure shows that the minimum force 

induced in pile was for H-pile model and the maximum force induced was in steel 

solid pile model.  

 

Figure (4.32): Illustrates Pile impedance and force in pile for each pile 

4.7 Estimation Dynamic Soil Resistance at the Pile Toe 

        Table 4.11, illustrates dynamic soil resistance at the pile toe for each type of 

pile models, and it depends on the particle velocity at pile top and pile impedance. 

Table (4.11): Dynamic Soil Resistance at Pile Toe 

*14   𝑹𝑻 =  𝟐  𝒁𝑷 𝑽𝑷= Dynamic Soil Resistance at Pile Toe  KN , 2.19 eq.  

Figure 4.33 illustrates pile impedance and dynamic soil resistance at pile toe for  

Fi
0

0.05

0.1

0.15

0.0198136 0.0190163 0.0138746 0.025344 0.0602609

Fi 0.046333332 0.044468876 0.032445212 0.059265956 0.140917696

R
t

1.hallow steel  , 2.  hallow steel with cone 3 H-pile , 4. precast concert  , 5- steel sold

1 2 4
3

5

 

 

    Type steel pile 
ZP 

kN.s/m 

VO 

(m/s) 

*14 

𝑹𝑻 

KN 

H- pile  0.0198136 2.338461032 0.046333 

  hollow steel with cone 0.0190163 2.338461032 0.044469 

hollow steel pile  0.0138746 2.338461032 0.032445 

precast concert  0.025344 2.338461032 0.059266 

steel sold pile 0.0602609 2.338461032 0.140918 
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Figure (4.33): Illustrates Pile impedance and dynamic soil resistance at pile toe  

Each pile model. It shows that the minimum dynamic soil resistances at the pile 

toe were for H-pile model and the maximum was for steel solid pile model. The 

other dynamic soil resistance at the pile toe for different pile lies in between 

hollow steel pile and steel solid pile. 

4.8 Estimation of Vibration Transmission at the Pile Toe 

        Table 4.12 contains driving resistance at the pile toe (𝐸𝑇 ), for each pile 

model. Driving resistance at the pile toe was the rate of force in pile due to 

vibration transmission at toe. Note that it was a fixed ratio for different types of 

piles. Figure 4.34 illustrates information about pile impedance, force in pile due 

to vibration transmission and dynamic soil resistance at the pile toe for each pile 

model. 

 

 

 

ZP
0
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0.07

0.0198136 0.0190163 0.0138746 0.025344 0.0602609

ZP 0.0198136 0.0190163 0.0138746 0.025344 0.0602609

R
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Table (4.12): Vibration transmission at the pile toe 

 

 

 ∗ 15   𝐸𝑇 = Vibration Transmission at pile , 2.22 eq.  

 

 

               Figure (4.34): Illustrates information about ZP, Fi, RT for each pile 

4. 9 Estimation of Total Damping for Propagating Wave 

     By knowledge the maximum distance of the vibration wave effect for each 

type of pile model, the total damping for propagating wave can be estimated.  

Table 4.13 shows the estimation total damping for propagating wave of maximum 

vibration wave effect distance from the source for each type of pile model. It 

12345

zp 0.01981360.01901630.01387460.0253440.0602609

Fi 0.0231666660.0222344380.0162226060.0296329780.070458848

Rt 0.0463333320.0444688760.0324452120.0592659560.140917696

0

0.05

0.1

0.15
1. hollow steel pile
2. hollow steel with cone
3. H-pile  
4. precast oncert  pile
5.steel sold pile 

 

Type of pile model Fi 𝑹𝑻 

  

  ∗ 𝟏𝟓   𝑬𝑻 
 

H- pile 0.023166666 0.0104 2.227564 

hollow steel with 

cone 
0.022234438 

0.0143 1.554856 

hollow steel pile 0.016222606 0.0149 1.088766 

precast concert 0.029632978 0.01909 1.552278 

steel sold pile 0.070458848 0.04540 1.551957 
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shows that the minimum estimation of total damping for propagating wave was 

for hollow steel pile and the maximum estimation of total damping was for steel 

solid model.  

Table (4.13):  Estimation of total damping for propagating wave 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

      

    

 

 

 

 

 

 

*16 r =distance of vibration wave effect from the center of pile       

          *17  A=𝑟−.5total damping (wave amplitude ) , 2.23 eq. 

 

     Figure 4.35 illustrates information about maximum of distance of vibration 

wave effect from center of pile and the total damping for each pile mode 

 

The type pile  

*16 

𝒓𝟏    

M 

 

*17 

A=𝑟−0.5 

(m) 

hollow Steel  pile 0.20 
 

 

2.24 

hollow Steel with cone pile 0.35  1.69 

H -pile  0.40  1.58 

Precast concert  0. 52  1.39 

Steel sold  Large than 0.90 
 Large than 

0.95 
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Figure (4.35): Maximum vibration wave effect distance from center of and total damping for each pile 

4.10 Estimation of Vibration Amplitude within the Effective Distance from 

the Pile Center  

         By knowledge the maximum distance of the vibration wave effect for each 

type of pile model and the total damping for propagation wave, it was possible to 

estimate of vibration amplitude for propagating wave.  

          Table 4.14 presents estimation of vibration amplitude within the effective 

distance for a propagating wave. Estimation of vibration amplitude for steel solid 

was not possible to determine, because there was no limitation distance for 

vibration wave shown in the testing model. 

         Figure 4.36 shows vibration amplitude within the effective distance for a 

propagating wave of hollow steel pile, hollow steel with cone pile, H-pile and 

precast concert pile.  
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Table (4.14) Estimation of vibration amplitude within the effective distance for 

propagating wave 

 

∗ 18 A2     = A1   ×   (
r1

r2
)n       ,  at   n=1/2 

hollow Steel 

pile 

 hollow Steel 

pile with cone H – pile Precast concert pile 

(r1)   , 

m 0.2 0.35 0.4 0.52 

(A1) m 2.236068 1.690309 1.581139 1.38675 

 A2 ,   m 

 (r2)   , m  hollow Steel 

pile 

hollow Steel pile 

with cone H – pile Precast concert pile 

0.025 17.89 23.66 25.30 28.84 

0.05 8.94 11.83 12.65 14.42 

0.1 4.47 5.92 6.32 7.21 

0.15 2.98 3.94 4.22 4.81 

0.2  ---- 2.96 3.16 3.61 

0.25   ---- 2.37 2.53 2.88 

0.3  ---- 1.97 2.11 2.40 

0.35  ----   ----  1.81 2.06 

0.4  ----   ----   ----  1.80 

0.45  ----   ----  ---- 1.60 

0.5  ----   ----  ---- 1.44 

[ 

 *18  A2 =  The Amplitude of Vibration at Distance r2 from the Source   , 2.24 eq. 
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Figure (4. 36): Vibration amplitude within the effective distance for propagation 

wave 
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Table (4.15) illustrates vibration amplitude within the effective distance for 

propagating wave, total damping and the maximum effective distance at the 

soil surface for each model pile 

Table (4.15): Estimation of vibration amplitude within the effective 

distance for propagating wave 

 

Table (4.16):  Illustrates evaluation of vibration wave effect in the driving 

pile model 

 

 

1. The values of the actual vibration wave velocity (CB) within the pile depended 

on the density of pile model. Therefore, the minimum velocity within the pile 

Type of pile model velocity of 

vibration waves 

at the soil 

surface 

(mm/sec) 

Velocity of  vibration 

wave below the soil 

surface (mm/sec) 

Evaluation of 

vibration wave 

hollow Steel pile 0.4 0.6 Good 

hollow Steel  pile with cone  0.9 0.9 Acceptable 

H –pile 1.1 1.3 Acceptable 

Precast concert pile 1.4 1.6 Acceptable 

Steel sold  pile 1.8 1.9 Acceptable 

 

Type pile 

Estimation of vibration amplitude within 

the effective distance for propagating 

wave (m) 

hollow Steel pile r2 = 0.0009 A2 -  0.0273  A2 ^²  + 0.2153 

hollow Steel pile  with cone  r2 = 0.0012 A2  - 0.0399A2 ^² + 0.3266 

H-pile r2= 0.0012 A2  - 0.0437 A2 ^² + 0.3616 

Precast concert pile r2 = 0.0014  A2 ^² - 0.0559 A2 + 0.463 
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model was for hollow steel pile, and the maximum velocity was for steel solid 

pile model, for the other models lies between them. 

2. According to estimate total damping it depends on the density of pile material 

and the maximum velocity vibration wave at the soil surface due to driving pile 

and the soil density.  

The most important parameter affecting soil surface vibrations was pile impedance, 

note that the pile impedance depends on the sectional area, density of pile 

material and velocity impact of pile. The estimation of force in pile and dynamic 

soil resistance depends on pile impedance. The transmission of vibration wave 

at the pile toe, is the same for all the pile models, the reason for that it is depend 

on the ratio of dynamic soil resistance to induced force within the pile model. 

Table 4.17 shows the properties of vibration wave for all pile models for   

comparison: 

Table (4.17): illustrates the properties of vibration wave for all pile models 

The type 

pile 

CB 

The actual 

vibration 

wave velocity  

within the 

pile 

mm/s  (ppv) 

Fi 

Force 

in pile 

(kN) 

Zp 

pile  

impedance 

Rt 

dynamic 

soil 

resistanc

e 

 

ET 

Transmission 

vibration 

wave  

at the pile toe 

A 

Total 

dampi

ng 

H- Pile 20.3 0.005 0.013 0.010 0.5 0.632 

hollow 

Steel Pile 

with cone 

20.1 0.0071 0.018 0.0149 0.5 0.59 

 hollow 

Steel Pile 
18.8 0.0074 0.019 0.0143 0.5 0.447 

Precast 

Concert 

Pile 

20.7 0.009 0.025 0.019 0.5 0.721 

Steel solid 

Pile 
22.5 0.023 0.059 0.045 0.5 

Large 

than 

0.948 
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Chapter Five 

Conclusions and Recommendations 

 

5.1 Conclusions: 

 This section summarizes the main conclusions obtained from 15 

experimental testing models of measuring the vibration for five different types of 

pile models (hollow steel pile, hollow steel pile with cone, H- pile, precast 

concert pile, and steel solid pile) with the same dimensions and under the 

specified energy of hammer driving, to measure the vibration wave propagation 

within the soil. 

1. The maximum vibration wave characteristics at the soil surface due to driving 

model piles (velocity, acceleration and displacement) was for steel solid pile 

model and the minimum was for steel hollow pile model.  

2. The maximum vibration wave below soil surface at different depths due to 

driving model piles (velocity, acceleration and displacement) was also, for steel 

solid pile model and the minimum was for hollow steel pile model. While the 

other piles model between them. 

3. The comparison between vibration wave transmission due to different locations 

of sensors at the soil surface and at different depths below the soil surface for 

all type of pile models show that the value of vibration wave at the soil surface 

was decreased with increasing the sensors distance from the pile center, While 

the vibration wave increased with increasing the depth of sensor location below 

the soil surface. 

4. Behavior of the acceleration of vibration waves for pile models started with a 

highest value and then disappeared at the toe of pile with penetration depth. 
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5. The displacement of vibration waves was increased with increasing penetration 

depth for the various types of piles and the maximum displacement occurred at 

the middle of penetration depth for steel hollow pile and steel solid pile 

6. The vibration wave velocity was gradually increased to reach a maximum at the 

middle of penetration depth for all pile models. 

7. The actual velocity of vibration wave within the pile (CB) was higher than the 

vibration wave velocity within the soil for all types of pile models.  

8. The pile impedance, (force within pile) and also dynamic soil resistance at the 

pile toe for H-pile model were less than the other piles model.  

9. The actual vibration wave (CB) can be used for comparison of vibration wave 

within the pile for different pile models.  

 

5.2 Recommendations 

1. Studying the vibration wave with different soil densities and different types 

of soil by fixing the sensors at different depths below soil surface to compare 

vibration wave values and find the maximum effective distance of the 

vibration wave due to pile driving. 

2. Studying the methods for reducing ground vibrations due to pile driving.  

3. Studying the settlement of foundation soils in the proximity of repetitive 

vibratory pile driving. 

4. Studying the maximum effect distance of the vibration wave due to pile 

driving for saturated sandy soil. 
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 ة ــــــــــالصـــالخ

 

  الخالصة

ومع ذلك، فإن . تحميل المباني لدعم واالنشاءات في هندسة البناء الركائزة دق غالبا ما تستخدم         

دراسة التطرق الى  تم . في مختلف للمباني المجاورة تؤترقد  الركائزدق الهزات الناجمة عن عمليات 

 تمالتحليل الديناميكي، من خالل الرمال الجافةفي لدق الركائز بالمطرقة الديناميكية السلوك الديناميكي 

دة المصنعة منها اختالف الماعلى أساس  الناتجة اثناء دق الركئز اتساع االهتزازات األرضية منالتحقيق 

، تم فحص نماذج صغيرة النواع مختفة من المختبريومن خالل العمل  .واشكالهاالركائز موديالت

 H على شكل حرفحديد ركيزة حديد مجوفة ، ركيزة حديد مجوفة مخروطة النهاية وركيزة ) الركائز 

 نموذج حاويةفي  ، م(   0.2×0.2× 0.58)ابعادها ( وركيزة حديد صلب، ركيزة خرسانة مسلحة ، 

بطبقات تربة رملية   تم تغليفه بالفلين ورصه،  م(  0.9×  1.2×  1.2) حديد صلب ابعادهالمصنوع من 

 وتثبيتها الركائزباالضافة الى ذلك  تم تصنيع جهاز مطرقة لدق .لتحقيق الكثافة المطلوبة في التجربة

وارتفاع سقوط ، كجم  1.8) وتم تحديد وزن المطرقة ، الحاوية البعاد بسجه انزالق على الحافة العلوية

عدد المويالت . لمحاكاة الطاقة الدافعة من الركيزة مدفوعة على نطاق كامل( سم  27.5.المطرقة

 تم تسجيل االستجابة الديناميكية لنماذج الركائز فيما يتعلق موجة االهتزاز. موديل( 15)هي  المختبرية 

لكل  ( والتعجيل السرعة  و االزاحة ) من الموجات االهتزازية حيث تم قياس ثالثة انواع . لكل موديل

 2.5d ,5d , 10d) مسافات مختلفة على سطح التربة من مركز الركيزةعلى  الركائز انواع نوع من

,17.5d 20d ,25d ,45d، ) ( (d الموجة االهتزازية  باالضافة الى ذلك تم قياس . هو عرض الركيزة 

موجة االهتزاز تم قياس  ايضاً . تحت سطح التربة( 10d ،5d ،2.5d)العماق مختلفة من سطح التربة 

الناتجة  هو حساب تأثير موجة االهتزازية  الهدف من هذه الدراسة  .في الركيزة أثناء االختراق أيضا

اثناء دق الركائز بالمطرقة الديناميكية  في تربة رملية  لموديالت الركائزة المصنعة لهذا الغرض ، 

المسافة القصوى لتأثير  يتم تسجيلمعرفة االستجابة الديناميكية للتربة ومن خالل  وعالوة على ذلك، 

 ان االستجابة الديناميكية للتربة  تم التحقق من .الضررعلى االبنية المجاورة من أجل الحد من األضرار

  ، مع ثبوت( المادة المصنوعة منها الركائزة باالضافة الى شكلها ) ـتتاثر ب الركائز المصنعة لنماذج

، وزن المطرقة، ارتفاع سقوط المطرقة، الكثافة النسبية للتربة باإلضافة إلى (E)مقدار الطاقة الدافعة )

 ى للموجة، وجد أن السرعة القصوالمختبري من نتائج العمل  .لنماذج الركائز المصنعة( ةابعاد الركيز

عند مقارنتها  اهتزازيةلتكون أقل موجة (  ثانية /لمم 0.4) حديد مجوف  هوالاالهتزازية بالنسبة لركيزة 

 /م لم(1.8 حين أن اعلى موجة اهتزازية هو لركيزة الحديد الصلب  المصنعة ، في الركائزمع نماذج 



ملم،  200مجوف في الحديد الركيزة لباإلضافة إلى الحد األقصى من تأثير المسافة االهتزاز ( . انيةث

ملم ، 4000 هو  Hعلى شكل حرفحديد ركيز ملم،  3500 هو مجوف مخروط النهاية الحديد الركيزة 

وأظهرت نتائج التحليل  .ملم 940 ملم، في حين أن ركيزة حديد صلب  250ركيزة خرسانة مسلحة في 

ادناه  تسلسل الركائز ، أن تأثير الموجة االهتزازية يعتمد على الشكل والمواد المصنوعة منها الركيزة ، 

ركيزة حديد مجوف ، ركيزة حديد   ( -: إلى اكثرهم ضرر لالبنية المجاورة  المصنعة من اقلهم ضرر 

  (.، ركيزة خرسانة مسلحة ، ركيزة حديد صلب Hمجوف مخروط الشكل ، ركيزة حديد على شكل حرف 

          

 

                  

                                                                    

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 دراسة خصائص االهتزازات الناجتة عن دق انواع خمتلفة
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